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your style

https://julien-de-bourg.com

21 colors more than 100
options.
Just in time for summer, we are launching a series of new straps.
Fresh colors and old classics. A bit flashy. A bit simple. A bit elegant. A bit
sporty. Or sometimes even everything in one.
With our straps there is something suitable for everyone and we have
made it our task to constantly expand the range so that your automatic
watch matches you, your mood and your outfit in any given situation.
Discover the world of new possibilities with Julien de Bourg now.
We have the right straps for everyone.
With the new collection we offer straps for our women‘s watches (Beauvoir & Auvergne collections) that are universally applicable with their
18mm width. So you should be able to wear them with any watch that
fits 18mm straps. Moreover, our new straps are all up to 3cm shorter to
fit delicate wrists as well.
Same applies for our new straps for men (Montrichard & Saint-Rémy).
The only difference is the width of 20mm and the fact that all the straps
are longer than the women‘s models.
Our first strap collection however, is a slightly different - with the following colors you have to make sure to buy the right strap for your model:
marked with *
Beauvoir

/

Montrichard

Auvergne

/

Saint-Rémy

Elegant, sporty, timeless.
The leather strap in
„croco“ convices in any
situation.
COGNAC CROCO*
49.-

This strap reminds of
starry nights and looks
stunning combined to a
sporty chic outfit.
BLACK CROCO*
49.-

Make your watch become
a fashion statement with
this green leather strap.
PINE GREEN CROCO*
49.-

The perfect strap for
style-conscious women.
This strap makes your
watch a classic yet sporty
companion.
BLACK
49.-

Make not only your
watch but your whole
outfit shine. Our nude
strap is the perfect eyecatcher.
NUDE
49.-

A tribute to blue cloudless skies. Our pastel
leather strap is your
perfect companion for all
light summer outfits.
SKY
49.-

Spreading good vibes
and skillfully placing your
watch in the spotlight.
Say hi to our striking turquoise strap!
TEAL
49.-

Our plain white strap lets
your watch look
incredibly elegant
without losing its sporty
touch.
WHITE
49.-

This genuine leather
strap spreads elegance
and nostalgia. Go out
and impress!
BORDEAUX
49.-

This strap does not
impose itself, but rounds
off every outfit perfectly.
The soft beige fits almost
every look.
SAND
49.-
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All Julien de Bourg straps are equipped
with the „Quick Release“ function. This
allows you to adapt your watch quickly
and easily to your outfit.
Want a new look? No problem.

.

Change your straps without tools.
Because let‘s be honest - we would all
lose this tool immediately, wouldn‘t we?

The best thing about it is that you
can not only purchase all straps
directly from our online shop.
But regardless of the value,
whether it‘s just one new strap
or straight away a selection - we
send it free of charge. Worldwide.

Whether classically elegant or sporty chic –
the new straps from Julien de Bourg fit your
style perfectly.

This elegant look in a
sweet and tasty choclaty
brown refines the look
not only of your watch
but your whole outfit.
CHOCOLATE CROCO*
49.-

The strap in this characteristic green makes your
watch become a fashion
statement.
PINE GREEN CROCO*
49.-

Meet your perfect strap
for any business look but
as well to pair with jeans
and shirt.
BLACK CROCO*
49.-

Deep blue as if the sun
had just set. This leather
strap is as elegant as it is
sporty and thus makes
the perfect match.
MIDNIGHT
49.-

Unique due to its texture.
This grey suede strap is
an absolute must-have
for your watch!
CEMENT
49.-

This olive shade combined with a suede texture makes your watch
look adventurous yet
classy.
OLIVE
49.-

Dive into the summer
adventures – neither
water nor sweat will stop
you with our new silicone
strap.
BLACK SILICONE
49.-

Simple, sporty but
always elegant. With
this strap you‘ll always
look good.
BLACK
49.-

This genuine leather
strap in caramel brown
can be combined in many
ways.
CARAMEL
49.-

This dark brown, yes
even almost black
leather strap looks incredibly cool and radiates a
certain elegance.
WALNUT CROCO
49.-

The name‘s the program
here. This Vintage strap,
changes its colour over
time and gets a unique
and beautiful patina.
OAK VINTAGE
49.-

UPGRADE NOW!

FOR MORE VISIT:
https://julien-de-bourg.com
info@julien-de-bourg.com

